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Stray Thoughts.
Seeing that on all hands one meets with the assertion that New 

Thought is not new, that it is a re-hash of ancient teachings I am glad 
to welcome an assertion to the contrary when it comes from a writer 
whose name will carry weight. I refer to Mr. Chiistian D. Larson, 
undoubtedly one of the best exponents of the movement to-day.

— 0—
Under the title “  New Thought is New ” he writes: “  In all your 

reading, have you ever found anything among ancient writings, or 
writings antedating Emerson, that were identical in every way with 
the teachings of modern New Thought? You certainly have not. 
There is nothing in history that resembles the New Thought of to-day. 
New Thought, therefore, is new. It is properly namad. The term is 
not a misnomer; and the teachings of New Thought stand out dis
tinctly as a new revelation in the progress of the human race.”

Let any reader repeat this, or the gist of it to the critic who stig
matises our teaching as old. Challenge him to furnish textual proofs 
of his statement. Never mind the platitude of there being nothing 
new uader the sun, because the old saw won’t stand examination, If 
it did evolution would simply be non-existent. The two are in
compatible.

The centre of the New Thought world last month was Los 
Angeles. It is a curious fact that the headquarters of more than one 
advanced thought body, in which category I place amongst others 
the Theosophical Society, centre round this side of America. The 
summer gathering was held on the 35th to the 30th June of the Nat
ional New Thought Alliance, and I hope in the next issue to be able 
to give some data respecting it. The value of conference cannot be 
properly gauged, and the interchange of opinion brings to light ideas 
which simmer in the brain and never get any farther.

- v



Books and Reviews.
TH E LIFE OF TH E SOUL, by Walter Winstone Kenilworth, 

who has written one or two psychic works, discusses problems of soul 
life in a refreshing manner. The tact that life is something which is 
ever new enables us to understand things which even the ancients 
with all their boasted knowledge allows us an insight where in the past 
one could only dimly surmise. Nature is for the soul, not the soul for 
nature, contends our author, who mounts to dizzy heights and invites 
all to climb with him. Many suggestive thoughts will charm the 
reader. (Fenno & Co., 18, East 17th Street, New York, 4s. 6d. post 
free.)

TH E STRENUOUS LIFE SPIRITU AL, by Z. A. Van de 
Naillen (same publishers and price.) This familiar name will at once 
interest the reader, who will not be disappointed with the volume. 
Mr. Naillen is over 80, and takes five years to produce a book, as it is 
not written to order The thesis of the author is that fhere is only one 
life, and we should all aim at trying to realize this. Man is correlated 
to everything below him, and it behoves him “ to help all other cells in 
the universal life to assume a healthy condition, be they represented by 
plants, animals or man.” Some light is thrown on the problem of the 
higher self, and hints on the dicipline of the lower self, the influence of 
environment, the thought habit, and cell clusters. It is a stimulating 
work.

The May number of H EALTH  CU LTU RE has an article by 
a well known writer, Mabel Gifford Shine, “  Ideal Eating.” It is im
possible, considers the author, to stand still in regard to health ; it only 
leads to old age, which is all we ever attempt to do, whereas it is we 
ourselves who make old age and death, not Nature, Ideal eating is 
natural eating. Eat a seasonable variety of Nature’s foods in moderate 
quantities, cooling and nourishing foods in spring and summer, and 
warming and nourishing foods in winter. People who live in summer 
on winter foods cannot have health. The principal destroyers of the 
human body (still quoting the writer) are fine flour and cured flesh. 
No food which takes more vitality to digest it than it gives to the 
body should be used. Here is a wrinkle. Readers should experiment 
and verify the theories for themselves, 9d. post free Health Culture Co., 
Turner Bldgs, Passaic, N.J., N. Y.

TH E N AU TILU S tor June has on its cover a thought by the 
editress which should be taken into the silence and meditated o n : 
“ The world advances by extra achievement of the individual. YOU 
are the individual!” A symposium on “ New Thought in Church, 
Club, and Community ” makes interesting reading. In “ New Ideas 
tor the New Tim e” Benjamin Fay Mills says the first great lesson is 
to believe in the perfection of God, that He is good, wholly good, and 
nothing except good, which may be expressed by saying Only the 
Good is.” I am glad to see tfcat the key thought for daily meditation 
is taken from that priceless treasure, The Bhagavad Giii. 6d. post 
lree. Elizabeth Tcwne Co., Holyoake, Mass.

“ As my body is the expression of my mentality it follows that 
when I inherit negative mental conditions my body will not be under 
my control and disease results.”— Now for June, (6d. post tree, Henry 
Harrison Brown, publisher, Glenwood, Cal., U.S.A )

A  recent number cf TH E O.E. LIBRARY CRITIC repeats the 
theosophical teaching with regard to the coming Christ, and the writer 
adds that there is nothing improbable about the view “ that the Christ 
of two thousand years ago not only lived in a physical body many 
times before, but when the time is ripe He will reincarnate again.”—  
Biweekly, is. 3d. six months. The Oriental Esoteric Library, 1443,
Q. St., N.W, Washington, D.C.



Concentration, the Master Key,
By A. Osborne Eaves.

LESSON I.
Of the many faculties with which the mind is possessed not one 

has been less utilised than that of Concentration. Scarcely a thought 
is given to it by many, as it does not seem to merit any particular 
attention. People have got on very well without it, some say, so why 
bother about it ? The question is on a par with “ What’s the good of 
anything ?" and would be put by the same class of individual. There 
was not the same need fir it in the pist that exists to-day. Not that 
our ancestors were altogether idle, or had no brains, but that pressure 
was not so great, that their avocations were largely pastoral, and did 
not demand the tocming of the powers oi the mind for long together. 
Warring with each other certainly demanded watchfulness, and 
resou xefulness, but impul te and a ready wit supplied it to a great extent. 
Times have changed since then, and man has become a much more 
m°ntal creature, though from one standpoint he has never been anything 
else, but the life he has led has been more besomed in mentality. By 
the very character of his make-up he has become more diverse in his 
talents ; he his branched out in a thousand directions, as the unfolding 
life within sought expression. If he led the nomadic life to-day he 
would sink back to the animal. He may seek simplicity, because it 
permits the higher faculties of the mind their rightful expression, but it 
will not be the simpl city our forefathers associated with the word. A 
man may enj >y to the utmost the beauties of Nature and yet realise the 
j iy of living in our complex civilisation. Complexity cannot be avoided 
now, even were it desirable, which it is not, but to thoroughly extract 
the best from it a man must be able to adapt his mental faculties to 
the life lived. This cannot be done'unless he has a knowledge of 
Concentration, because it is the gateway to the other powers of the 
mmd. It should come almost first in the training of the mind, in the 
growth of the mentality, in brain-getting or growing. It is inseparably 
connected with success, of whatever that success may consist.

Its need, in fact, is much greater to-day than ever before, not only 
on account o ' the greater complexity to which reference is made above, 
but because evolution as a factor in life has modified and changed 
our nature and powers to some extent. Writers, noting the restlessness 
which is running through every stratum of society, attribute it to the 
education act passed in 1870, because prior to compulsory education 
illiteracy was very common, and the masses were not able to think as 
those who have benefited by it. No doubt there is a modicum of truth 
in the contention, but it does not explain all. Dissatisfaction with 
things was bound to be one result of education among the people, and 
the cheap teaching that it was the right of the brainless to confiscate 
the fruit of those gifted with initiative and push was certain to be a 
popular one. Changes of this character are necessarily slow, when 
measured by the life of an individual, and they might even be q uestioned, 
but that this force of evolution is operative will not be doubted by 
thinking people.

Students of history will be struck when making a comparison with 
the mental life of the nation of to-day with that of five hundred years 
ago. While a’l the great levers which function in the moving of man’s 
nature are as manifest to-day, there is a very d.fferent mentality seen 
and this suggests an idea which must have been increasingly apparent 
to everyone during the last decade— man is after ail a mental 
creature. That is to say, he is more mind than body. In prehistoric 
times when the physical vehicle was the all-important part of his being,
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when outward form was being fashioned to fit in with the life then 
lived there was no room for nr nd: theneed for it had not be jn felt. Man’s 
varied wants were few and simple, and the mental principle could 
well be ingnored. To-day writers speak of man as being all mind; 
they affirm most emphatically that mind is all, that whatever form life 
may take it is only an expression of the mind. This view ot life alters 
one’s whole outlook of i t ; the holding of such a theory gives more 
weight and power to the mind as the arbiter of man’s happ’ne s The 
view obtains more and more among thoughtful people that conscious
ness or life is imprisoned i a the early ages of the earth i i  rock and 
stone, and as later times dawn passes into forms which permit a freer 
play of expression. Through the kingdom of Nature this life passes 
in turn, vitalizing, pulsing through the various forms which each king
dom provided for the purpose. When the human kingdom is reached 
more mentality is expressed, and it then becomes more evident that 
mind is at the base of all manifestation, and that man is the highest 
expression of this truth. The presence of the animal in man is too 
patent to question, but it is equally plain that man has the choice 
of allying himself with the lower or hi*her principles within him. In 
so fir as he recognises the basis of his being as mental and ignores 
the animal will he more fully realise within himself the truth of the 
assertion that man is nothing but mind in expression.

It it because man is a mental creature that he so widely diverges 
from the animals. Unlike them he has a part of his nature which 
merely physical wants will not satisfy, save in the case of some very 
aboriginal tribes, and they scarcely count at the moment, f rr the higher 
animals are above them in intelligence. Man recognises this difference, 
but he does not understand the full import of it. He does not as yet 
see in himself the highest expression of the Law, nor does he under
stand what the Law is. He obeys the law of his being, however, 
little dreaming the real causes and effects expressing themselves 
through him. It is clear to him that mind holds a dominating p'ace 
in the world. He knows that it is the thinkers, the scientists, the 
philosophers who stand at the head of the race because they have 
developed the highest part of their nature. He recalls what a vast 
space separates the amoeba fromhim. That tinycrealure, the first form of 
sentient life, minus the five senses, no limbs, no ears, no head, no eyes, 
no stomach even. No wonder it is a popular starting-point with all 
authors when comparing man as we now know him and from what he 
sprang first. It is a long way down thevistas of time since that period; 
every step in the upward path of man has been in the direction of mind, 
and to-day the Law is beginning to be understood which will lift man 
entjrely out of the rutof unconsciousness, in which he has trudged all these 
aeons. The animals do not know why they are here, what the object 
of evolution is, the purpose of life; many men are in the same position, 
but here and there men have penetrated into the mysterious chasms 
and awe-inspiring laboratories of Nature, which yields her secrets 
reluctantly to the seeker after knowledge. Bight along the ages growth 
has been insistent, but unconscious, and man has reaced a point now 
where it should cease to be unconscious any longer.

Why? Because the physical growth has now reached its 
climax. There is no particular in which the human form cou’d be 
improved. All that is necessary for its perfect functioning has been 
provided. Some writers think that man’s strong desire to fly will 
result in his providing his body with wings, but this desire for the 
conquest of the air without adventitious aids like aeroplanes and 
balloons does not necessarily require the sprouting of organs which
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would deciiely be in the way in many cases. Man has no fins, yet he 
can swim, so there is no need to imitate the birds. Indeed, among 
the Hindus and more than one E is*ern race levitation has been known 
for thousands cf years, and it is accomplished by counteracting the 
law of gravitation. The writer is accquainted with an English 
gentlemin at this very moment who got to the point of discovery cf 
the secret without having come in contact with Easterns, having 
worked out the theory from his own consciousness, but his brain 
refused to carry the discovery through. I: is axiomatic that no question 
can be asked whi :h cannot be answered, so that provided man was 
really in earnest and desired strongly enough to fly without any out
side agency he would indubitably accomplish it.

No, the human body is scarcely likely to alter in shape, or thit 
other physical organs will be grafted on to it, but it is extremely 
probable that man will enlarge his conceptions of the kosmos, will 
demand to know why he is here, what hi t destiny is, how he may 
control it, how enj >y a wider use of power. All this is natura1, . 
because it is in the nature of mind to be unsatisfied with 
theories and explanations which are obviously not founded on truth. 
Truth is really what man seeks, though he may not always be aware 
ot it. The desire to know is to know what IS, and what is can on’y 
be truth. I am constantly reminding students the words good, 
beautiful, true are practically all the same as Plato long ago taught.
It seems too goody-goody for men to openly confess to their neighbo rs 
to announce that they are searching for the truth. They fear the 
world will laugh at them, or take them for mere visionaries; then truth 
often seems to be so abstract, so diaphanou», so fi'mv, unreal, breath
ing of mysticism or the occult. Man has been searching for p, as a 
matter of fact, si ice he was first launched on this chain of globes, and 
the quest of the holy grail is no legend.

The desire for knowledge is apparent on every side, and it will no 
longer be sa'isfied with the old t’me answers to its questionings. He 
must know; authority no longer cair.es any force or weight, for it has 
so often been found lacking in truth, and each man can only assimilate 
that portion of truth which he is able to make his own. To gain this 
knowledge, or even the lower knowledge, if we may divide knowledge 
in this way, man must possess the tool by means of which he can delve 
within himself for it, and what faculty of the mind can so materially 
assist him in either this work or the exploration of that vast territory of 
man’s being— the Subconscious— than Concentration.

Most writers have been content to disnr.ss the subj :ct the subj :et 
with a few words an! the setting of some exercises; its d fficuities have 
been carefully veiled, and its simplicity been delightfully des ribed. 
With some people this is a sure way to get them to study a thing. Few 
are built like Browning’s Grammarian, who said :
. “  Let me know all ! Prate not of most or least

Painfu or easy.”
In reality, Concentration is not a power which can be readily gained, 
one of the chief reasons being that it should be taken up after mind
training generally rather than precede it. Of course, to train the mind 
even Connentration to some extent is necessary, but it can only be 
practised properly when we know something of the laws of thought and 
its mechanism, hence the failure cf so many students to be able to 
concentrate after the perusal of a book or article professing to deal with 
it. It is no ure telling a person that all he has to do is to get interested 
in a thing and he will be able to concentrate on it. This applies to a 
very limited area; it does not help one much with the varied du'ies of
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life, or the attitude of the mind and other faculties. Concentration can 
only said to be satisfactory when we can apply it at any moment of our 
lives to whatever subj *ct or problem we desire. Something more must 
be known concerning consciousness and its modes of action.

For our first lesson, then, we must seek to gain some knowledge 
of the factors which constitute our mind, to see how best to train them, 
what to eliminate in the character which destroys the power to 
concen'rate, how to direct and govern the feelings and emotions so that 
they shall conduce rather than the formation of those elements so 
essential to the power to fasten the fangs of the mind deeply into any 
point and keep them there unt'I we give it permission to relax its hold. 
This is only a portion of the problem, but it leads directly to the path of 
Concentration, the end of our goal in this course We must not mind 
the spade work, for we gain a prize worth all the most brilliant j 'wels 
the world can offer u s: we have gained Tne Master K ey! After ¡t 
study, the acquirement of learning, the acq lisition of wisdom, the royal 
road to truth, power, self-culture in the widest sense are ours. The 
deepest secet that Nature holds can be wrested from her by it, for the 
penetrative power of Concentration pierces the most impenetrable— or 
appar-ntly so— veil.

Brains are necessary as a preliminary to Concentration, and the 
sluggish materials which bear that name must be cultivated, as I point 
out in “ Brains and How to Grow them.” They are not the prerogative 
of the few, though by the negative evidence offered we might imagine 
that they were most sparingly doled out by Nature. While they may 
be plentiful, however, they are used to so small an extent that their 
owners might often get on as well without them. No one knows ho v 
lethargic people are in regard to study or any mental work better than 
teachers. Those who have been many years in the profession can 
testify how how diffkult it is to get full classes, however low the fees 
may be and whatever advantages may be offered. The fict of 
education having to be enforced by law offers as striking a testimony 
as any to the mental apathy, the failure to see the advantages which 
spring from the cultivation of one’s mental powers and faculties. The 
cry that parents in the old days got on all right without education and 
they did not see why their bairns could not do the same was very 
common at one time, and even to day may be heard from time to time. 
There is almost a premium on ignorance among the woTking-class in 
our country and also in other English-speaking countries, for in spite 
of the alluring facilities offered in cheap textbooks and freê  schools and 
institutions not five per cent, of them speak their language 
grammatically. Self-culture is extremely distasteful to the great bulk : 
a football match would be more to the taste of the modern youth and a 
novelette to the modern maid. Anything which requires the exercise 
of the brain is given a wide berth. Even among the middle-classes the 
shrinking from mental work is almost as marked, unless it have some 
connection with the avocation followed.

There is no disguising this tendency of the age, and before we can 
profitably practise Concentration we must ma^e up our minds we are 
going to overhaul our mental stock-in-trade— gather the material to
gether b.-fore we set it to work on some (ask.

Many of ns may regard our brains as practically follow ; a very 
small ponion ot the brain-area has been used so f ir, thou *h we may be 
sixty or seventy years old. unless we have pas ed our lives in purely 
sedentary work, and only then when the work has been of a very varied 
description, a working journalist providing us with an example. VVe 
admit we live in a busy age, an age of hustle and bustle but it does not

To be continued,
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This will surely atiect the body, which in its material substance 
becomes a material expression of that lower mind drafted on yours. 
Unless you surder this mental tie, the inferior graft may outgrow the 
original tree. You will become physically inert, lifeless, and be affected 
with some form of disease, because you are then giving that inferior 
graft your own thought or thoughts. It can appropriate but a small 
part of that force, but from what it can, it draws its own stinted life. 
You are then giving of your gold and getting base metal in return. 
You are then giving of your life and getting a slow and living death in 
return. For the mind most clear and active in thought, considerate, 
wise and prudent, broadly tut not recklessly benevolent in action, does 
give to others, and especially to those with whom it is in close sympathy, 
Ufe and vigour, both of mind and body.

Talking openly has very little to do with the good or ill results 
coming ef minds in close association and sympathy. It is not what 
people talk, it is what people think of each other that most affects 
them. A  person always near you and ever thinking of you with 
dissatisfaction or peevishness, or putting out the thought of opposition 
to your aims and wishes, will eventually make you feel unpleasantly, be 
his or her words ever so fair. Such a person, under these circumstances, 
will at last injure you in mind and body. That person is throwing a 
“ spell” on you.

On the contrary, the near presence of a person pleasantly disposed 
towards you who wishes to bring you pleasure or benefit without “  an 
axe to grind,” will give you a feeling of rest and quiet, though such 
person may not say a word for hours. These different sensations are 
among the many proofs that thought is a literal element, in some way 
ever affecting us, and ever bringing results as it comes to us from others 
or is sent by us to others. In this last case the “  spell ” may be bene
ficial to you.

There is but one way of breaking the evil spell caused by the 
continual association with the inferior mind or mindes, which spell will 
surely prove fatal if continued in, and is indeed proving fatal to 
thousands at the present day. That method is an entire separation 
from such mind or minds.

Such sundering of these injurious mental ties cannot, however, in 
every case be abrupt, or evils may result as great as those which it is 
thought to avoid. It a graft, however injurious, be loughly torn from 
the tree, the tree also is injured and perhaps destroyed. If your life 
has been one of long asiociation with a lower mind, if both of you have 
as previously stated, grown into a common life, and you are suddenly 
torn apart, the shock may prove to you injurious.

If one subsists for a long time on an injurious food, still a certain 
kind of life is derived from that food, and as the system has become 
accostomed to it, it cinnot be immediately replaced by healthier 
food. The system at first may not be able thoroughly to assimilate 
and digest such healthier food. There is a similar action and result as 
regards our mental diet.

Once be convinced of the evil resulting to you from any close, 
inferior association, and you will first assume in mind that such tie 
must be sundered. Assume this persistently and half the work is 
done. That changed state of mind is the force then always working 
to free you, as your former state of mind, which endured, suffered, and 
submitted internally, was the force which bound you more and more 
firmly. The separation is now in your changed mental attitude, simply 
a work of time. You have little to do, save to wait and take advant
age of opportunités as they offer themselves. You have, in fact,
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commuted yourself to another current of thought, and the forces 
coming out of your changed mental condition and interior resolve are 
the spiritual correspondence of a great river to whose current you have 
commit ed yourself, and it is slowly bearing you away from your 
former enslaved condition. This is not a figurative illustration; change 
permanently a state of mind in which you have been for years; change 
unwilling submission into a resolve no longer to submit; change 
endurance of near association into a permanent and hidden resolve 
that you will separate from such association; change that enforced 
content called “ resignation to circumstances,” as, for instance, 
resignation to the presence of inferior, squalid, and unpleasant material 
surroundings, into that positive internal mental attitude, which in 
plain language says— “ I won’t put up with this any longer; my body 
may be obliged to submit, endure, and suffer from these things temp
orarily, as it has done in the past, but in mind I will neither endure 
nor be resigned as I have been.”— and you have plac<d yourself in the 
action of another power which will gradually bear you away from the 
old source of ill.

It is not so much what we do as what we think that brings 
results. By the force put out of what you permanently think are you 
carried, as on a current, to those results. You need do very little 
until you see that the time and opportunity has come for doing. It 
would be poor judgment for a man floating on a log down the 
Mississippi to keep on slashing the water and thereby using up his 
strength for the sake of “  doing something.” He had better remain 
quiet and take the chances of being picked up by a passing boat or 
steamer, or wait until he sees an opportunity of catching on to some 
near projecting headland. Then such strength as he may have been 
able to reserve will be used to some purpose. When you are in tbe 
right current of thought, you need in similar manner to reserve your 
strength until you meet the opportunity which that current will bring 
you, for as many projects are injured through unwise and overmuch 
doing as by two little. If you don’t know what to do, wait. When 
you wait till your hurry is over, you may see what really needs to be 
done.

Above all things, in any emergency or experience such as is 
suggested here, demand daily and hourly in silent thought the aid of 
a Higher Wisdom and Divine Power. There must come response to 
such demand. I do not assume to lay down a certain unbending rule 
to govern every individual life. Every individual life, when it places 
itself in the line of communication with its Higher Wisdom through a 
persistent mental attitude, asking silently for such wisdom, will make 
its own methods for riddance of the ills from which it desires to free 
itself, and such methods belong to its individually, nor can they safely 
be copied and used by any one else. The Spirit of Infinite Good does 
not reveal itself alike to any two persons. The besetting error of our 
time is to copy or imitate other people’s in everything, or to become 
blindly obedient to a book or the mind that wrote a book. Your 
mind ever asking for Wisdom and Truth, is a power beyond any book 
and is now, or is to be, the reservoir into which ideas will flow which 
are different from those contained in any book. 1 he power which 
generates and suggests new ideas is ever coming to the world. The 
book does not advance after it is wriiten. But the mind which put 
ideas in that bock may be ever going ahead and finding new mean
ings and broader interpretations for what it wrote years before. If 
you wish to find out regarding the latest developments in chemistry or 
any mental science, you do not have recourse to the books written a
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hundred years ago about such matters. You get the latest work on 
these subjects, and if possible you will go farther and get access to 
those now making such sciences their special study, seeing, that they 
may know something regarding them never yet written.

So even now in your own kingdom of mind there may be ideas 
and truths beyond any ever written, which you reject as “ mere 
imaginings” or does net assert either by word or act for fear of 
ridicule or opposition.

A  book, like Paul, may plant new ideas in your mind ; an 
individual like Apollos ‘ may water ” such ideas, but the awakened 
God in yourself can only give the increase.

Complete isolation irom their kind and loneliness is one terrible 
fear besetting some who live in associations which are really not 
congenial to them, but from which they dare not separate for fear of 
that loneliness. Try not to fear this. Permament solitude is not in 
the order of Nature for anyone. Minds alike in thought were made t> 
mingle and give each other pleasure. It is often the clinging to that 
order of association which, after all, only wearies you, and may oblige 
you often to play an enforced p»rt to meet such association, that forms 
the barrier keeping you from your real companions. So long as (in 
mind) you accept the lower association, so long are you keeping the 
belter away and sending it farther from you. So soon as you reject 
the lower (in mind), so soon do you set in motion the force to bring 
better to you.

THE PROCESS OF RE-EMBODIMENT.
The fact that one person may gain such a mesmeric control of 

another as entirely to absorb that other’s identity, and to make the 
individual operated on for a time subject to the will of the operator, 
seeing exactly as he desires him to see, tasting as he would have him 
taste, and being in imagination whatever he desires him to be, is a 
clue and cornerstone in getting at the mystery of incarnation, whereby 
a spirit is ushered into another life on earth in entire forgetfulness of 
its pist existence or identity, even as the subject under control of the 
mesmeriser is for a period entirely oblivious of his own individual self 
and existence.

A mortal may mesmerise a spirit, and this may be done 
unconsciously. A  woman, before and after conception, may dwell 
in thought much upon some real or ideal character, and this may 
attract to her that very character in spirit life. There are no ideals in 
the worldly sense. The ideal in thought represents some living type 
in the spirit. The highest character which you are capable of 
conceiving has a representative in spirit, and your present highest 
conception may be relatively imperfect. Hence your hero, your 
ideal, the actual reality in spirit life attracted to you, may still be 
incomplete, your incompleteness blinding you to his de eds.

Such a spirit may be attracted to a woman before her child is 
born. It may be the spirit of someone who was very prominent in an 
earth life. It may have been a poet, a philosopher, a warrior, a 
statesmen, a great artist. That spirit may be very unhappy. It may 
be seeking rest and finding none. It may, through its imperfectness, 
be unable to come near those very dear to it in the life of its former 
body. On earth, spirits of the body may come A PPA R EN TLY in 
close association. Much, then, may be inflicted by one and endured 
by the other. One side of a husband’s nature may be harsh, 
unfeeling, inconsiderate and tyrannical, when the wife is always gentle,
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considerate and uncomplaining. In spirit life they cannot again unite 
until the defects on one side or the other have been cured. Spirits 
cannot come into close and permanent association unless their 
relationship be real. It cannot be assumed.

The woman so dwelling much in thought on some person in 
spirit life attracts that spirit, and gives to it the only rest it can find. 
You will here naturally love to be where you are much admired and 
made to feel at home. It is precisely the same with the spirit. When 
you entertain some spirit in the thought of appreciation and admiration, 
when you read of their lifes, or dwell on their deeds or utterances, and 
are thrilled by them, you are often thrilled by the presence of that 
very spirit. Because, as you have sent out your thought or spirit to 
him, be sends his in return, responsive to yours, and in proportion 
to the intensify of your admiration will be the concentration of that 
spirit upon yours and the nearness ot his presence,

The spirit in question, so attracted to the woman at the peiiod of 
which we speak, and able to find no other rest, may at last, through 
such concentration ot interest, be absolutely, though unconsciously, 
mesmerised by her. He attaches himself permanently to her and is 
unable to leave her. He comes at last to see through her eyes and 
hear through her ears. His opinions are swayed and tinged by her 
opinions more and more, until at last he ceases to have any of his 
own. The condition ct mind so thrown upon the spirit may be seen 
all about us in greater or less degree. 1 housands lose more or less 
of their individuality through the.influence of others. Unconsciously, 
they think another’s thoughts, held another’s opinion, see with 
another's eyes. Mesmeric control means only thought-control. To 
be much with another person, to have little other association, to be 
dependent for one s happiness entirely on one association, involves the 
danger of the mesmeric or thought-control of that person: in other 
words, of thinking their thoughts and holding their opinions instead 
of your own. Such control may be held unconsciously by the other, 
or it may be held consciously. It is to be guarded against by variety 
of association and periods of solitude, whereby we may *• find our 
real selves.”

So, absorbed in the woman, the spirit’s mind drifts towards what 
most occupies her attention. That naturally would be the child she 
is to bring into the world, or, in other words, the new organisation 
forming within her. He becomes attached to it by a spiritual link. 
In effect, the woman has unconsciously gained a total mesmeric 
control ot the spirit. She has sent that spirit into a mesmeric sleep or 
state. In such state the spirit has already torgotten self and the past 
existence. He is in a sense but a part of the woman, doing and 
thinking as she wills. He is then linked by a spiritual tie to the 
child, because the woman’s aspirations may be for a child like her 
ideal, the steady flow ot thougnt in such desire forming this spiritual 
link. A flow ot thought means a flow ot substance, as real as any 
we see and feel. A  flow of thought between you and another person 
is an unseen link between you and that other person, no matter how 
far distant afe your bodies.

Ih e  child body is then born with an actually mesmerised spirit 
linked to it, not that the spirit is within the cnild’s body. No spirit 
is actually enclosed in any human body. Its nucleus is there, but a 
spirit is an organisation which reaches far out from the body. A 
spirit is wherever it sends its thought.

Send all your thought in reverie to any place, and most of your 
real self will be in that place.

7o be eontinued,



The Talisman Hypnotic and 
Mesmeric Course.

The reawakened interest taken in hypnotism and mesmerism 
justifies it finding a place in twentieth century publications. Formerly 
it was in the hands of the illiterate and often unscrupulous, this 
causing a feeling of revu’sion in the minds of many who would other
wise have accepted its teachings, and used it for good. It is coming 
into its own now, and the following lessons, written by a practical 
exponent, not, as is too often the case, a writer whose knowledge of the 
subject is merely academic, should make it of service to all who take 
it up with the intention of doing good. For nervous diseases and even 
ordinary complaints it is capable of accomplishing valuable and 
beneficent work, and the lessons that succeed these on “ Curative 
Hypnotism ” will supplement the following instructions. We do not 
recommend the public use of mesmerism, though the author seems 
inclined to do. but public opinion has now, very properly, in our 
opinion, set its face against the use of this therapeutic agent in the 
form of amusement. If misused the evil will recoil on the head of the 
hypnotist, but the author will have something to say on this later, so 
the point need not be laboured at present.

LESSON I.
There is a conception that mesmerism and hypnotism are one and 

the sam°, but there is a very wide difference between them and it will 
be well, perhaps, in this lesson to point out what mesmerism is and how 
it arose.

Mesmerism is the name given to an art which long antedates the 
days of Anton Mesmer, and it doubtless lay at the foundation of the 
otherwise mysterious and miraculous in the life and religions of ancient 
peoples. “ The charlatans” says Gelsus, “ performed extraordinary 
cures by the mere apposition of the hands and cured patients by 
blowing.” Among the Hewbrews and Assyrians these means were 
resorted to in the cure of disease— “ Naaman said : “  I thought he 
would stand and strike his hand over the place and recover the leper-’ ’ 
(Kings VII.) Spiritual powers, gifts of healing and prophecy were 
also conveyed by the laying on of hands, “ The Lord said unto 
Moses, take Joshua, the son of Nun, a man on whom is the spirit, 
and lay thy hands upon him. Set him before the priest and congre
gation and ask counsel of him. And he laid his hands upon him as 
the Lord had commanded,and Joshua was full of the spirit of wisdom, 
because Moses had laid his hands upon him” (Num. 27-18, 23 ) If 
we turn again to the Bible we read “  Lay hands upon the sick and they 
shall recover” (Mark 16-18); “ Many were astonished that such 
mighty works were wrought by his hands.” (Mark 6-2), “  The Lord 
granted signs and wcnders to be done by their hands " (Acts 14-3.) 
The two blind men in Matt. 20 23 is another instance. In this case 
Jesus touched their eye s. The touching of Christ’s garment, where we 
are told that “ Jesus immediately knowing in himself that virtue had 
gone out of him, turned him about in the press and said, “  Who touched 
my clothes?” (Marks-30), The raising of the daughter of Jairus : 
“ He went in and took her by the hand and the maid arose ”  (Mark 
9-25). He cleanseth the leper “ And Jesus put forth his hand, and 
touched him saying, I will, be thou clean.’’ (Matt. 8-3.) Again we 
have the case of the deaf and dumb man, whom Jesus healed by spitting 
on him, (Mark 7-33). There are many other cases where Jesus did 
not see the sick, but these can also be explained by mesmerism.
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There is a bas-reliet in the British Museum taken from an ancient tomb 
in Thebes, showing a mesmerist in the act of operating upon his 
patient. The Greeks derived most of their customs from Egypt and 
India, where mesmerism was practised by the Egyptian priests and the 
Indian initiates. It amply accounts for the prophetic declarations of 
the Delphian Oracle among the Greeks and of the Sybils among the 
Romans. Hippocrates says: “  Wise physicians were aware how 
beneficial to the blood it is to make slight frictions with the hand over 
the body; ”  again: “  thus it is known to some of the learned that 
health may be implanted in the sick by certain gestures and by contact 
as some diseases may be communicated from one to another.”

When we turn to the Romans we read that Esculapius breathed 
on the diseased parts or allayed pain by the stroking of his hands, 
and often threw his patients into long and refreshing sleeps for the 
recovery of health. According to Cellus, Asclepiades put to sleep by 
means of friction those affected by frenzy. In the year 1639 one 
hundred years before Mesmer, a book was published in Europe upon 
the use of Mesmerism in the cure of wounds. In this book there is 
much superstition, but it treats of mesmerism underneath all the folly. 
Although the whole subject has been exploded long before Mesmer’s 
time, he was he who gave greater publicity to it in the western world 
than any other person. He was born at Meesburg in Constance. 
In 1736 he wrote a dissertation on “ The Influence ot the planets on 
the human body” which drew upon him professional opposition. 
After a time Mesmer commenced a series of independent experiments. 
At first he worked entirely with rods and magrets, but one day having 
bled a patient he accidentally parsed his hand over the lance puncture, 
and saw that it gave the same result as the magnets. In 1887 he 
went to Paris, where his success in curring was so remarkable than 
many sought to learn his art, but it was treated with contempt by the 
leaders of science.

The Oxford Enclyclopedia, published in 1828, describes animal 
magnetism as an appellation given to a pretended science, which 
during the last century, excited considerable attention in several parts 
of London. The article concluded w i t h i t  is needless to add that 
this doctrine is now almost entirely exploded.”

A somewhat different tone was taken up in the recent 9th edition, 
where Mesmer is spoken of cautiously as a man who made many 
converts, was stigmatized as a charlatan, but who was undoubtedly 
a mystic, and was honest in the belief that the phenomena produced 
were real. Most of the encyclopedias are moro tolerant 
towards the subject, in the face of the puzzling phenomena which 
phschic research and experiments in psychology have revealed. 
Clairvoyance is now admitted, when one drops the objectionable word, 
and calls it autoscopy 1

In 1842 a Manchester surgeon named Braid took the subject up, 
and altering the method of inducing sleep called his discovery 
hypnotism. In the following year he published a volume in which he 
says: “  I have now entirely separated hypnotism from animal 
magnetism, I consider it to be merely a simple, speedy mode cf 
throwing the nervous system into a new condition which may be 
rendered eminently available in the cure cf certain disorders.” This 
mollified somewhat the medical world who now admitted Braid’s 
phenomena, and Chambers’ Enclyclopedia takes Braid as having settled 
the character of the mesmeric phenomena all round. It may not be 
out of place here to refer to the researches of Baron von Reicbenbach, 
who experimented with magnets and a great number of subjects
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He discovered that some of the latter could see luminous emanations 
or flames issuing from the poles of the magnet, to prove which he 
moved the magnet about in a dark room, and these movements were 
detected by the sensitives. On one occasion he put his hand between the 
sut ject and thi magnet and the former immediately saw five little flames 
emanating from his fingers. She also saw similar radiations (which have 
since been a subject of numerous experiments and have been photo
graphed repeatedly) proceeding from the fingers of others in the room, 
i'he Baron published a book, which was translated into English, 
in 1850, when he was attacked on all sides, though later investig
ations have shown that his theories were sound. Dr Rudolph 
Heidenhain, of Breslau, investigated hypnotism, and published a 
book on the subject. Dr. W. Carpenter examined the phenomena a 
little and classified them with those of spiritualism. Then came the 
experts of the Paris and Nancy Schools who included in the practice 
the suggestions of Braid, Heidenhain and Carpenter, some of their 
teachers, the late Charcot, Dr. Molls, and Binet and Fdrti, the latter 
named being assistant physician at the Salpexiere Hospital, Paris, 
Molls, Binet and Fere, published books, which have since Become 
standard authorities on the subject under consideration, while the 
writers on mesmerism are very numerous.

Now, it may be asked, what is the difference between mesmerism 
and hypnotism. Mesmer contended that a subtle fluid was poured, or 
prcjected from the operator into the organism of the subject, this fluid 
being named by Baron Reichenbach “  od ” or odic force. Much of 
this fluid passed from the finger ends of the operator and some from 
the eyes. The subject was charged, so to speak, with this human 
electricity or magnetism, by means of passes made by contact or at a 
distance. This fluid produced a sense of drowsiness in the patient by 
retarding the flow of blood from the head, involving a kind of anes
thesia. Much the same effect was produced by what is called the 
Gaze, and we see similar phenomena in the case of soakes charming 
their victims by fascination or a cat paralysing a bird by the same 
meins. The will of the operator has also much to do in the 
phenomena, so that a mesmerist was often one with a strong person
ality, and as the subject reflected the emotions and character of the 
operator it was essential that the should possess a good moral 
character, otherwise he would injure his subjects.

Hypnotism, on the other nand, is merely an artificial sleep or 
state induced by revolving mirrors or the concentration upon some 
bright object held at a certain angle above the eye, where the eyes 
converge. The higher phenomena of mesmerism— some of the older 
operators divided them into seven states— cannot be reproduced by 
hypnotism.

Knowing what we do now it is impossible, even in hypnotism, not 
to affect a subject by one’s personality, therefore the student who takes 
up this science might well consider the responsibilities which it entails. 
A pure, simple diet must be followed ; alcohol, stimulants, including 
tobacco, should be left alone, and it is interesting to note here that 
Mr. Bostock, who when interviewed on the subject of the taming of 
wild animals, said that the animal trainer must have no vices if he was 
to have nny influence on the animals, as they knew at once whether a 
man smoked or drank or did not lead a clean life, and that the value 
of courage was greatly overrated. Animal food may be almost wholly 
eliminated, certainly pork in any form should be omitted; a regular 
life, self control, a great amount of sympathy and a desire to benefit 
all are moie or less required in the hypnotist or mesmerist.
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LESSON II.
The student m ist not think that by the practice of a few lessons 

he is going to become a mesmerist. Before he can become this he 
will ne d a goo I many weeks of patient training ; of course, the more 
he gives his mind to the subject the sooner will he be able to practise 
it. Many a<k if they can become mesmerists, and the answer to this 
is that all are likely and may become practical operators, by applying 
themselves to the instructions for doing this. Many persons possess 
mental qualities which give them immediate influence over others; these 
are what we term natural mesmerists, Others have a marked develop
ment of mental positiveness which only needs training and persistent 
effort to bring it to perfection.

The qualifications for a mesmerist are classed under four head
ings:— (i)  Physical, (2) moral, (3) mental, (4) spiritual.

The physical qualifications of a good mesmerist are a strong and 
healthy physique, such as is necessary for any manual pursuit, for he 
must be robust and vital, with a sound, vigorous body, and the nervous 
system firm and energetic, capable of undergoing a considerable 
amount of exertion without fatigue. Now, though a strong and sound 
physical constitution is desirable, yet the w e a k  need not be despondent, 
for many physically weak persons have a strong healthy mental nature 
which may easily counter-balance any physical weakness, and we are 
well aware that the body may be made the servant of the developed 
will.

The best age most suitable for a mesmerist is hard to state, as we 
find this power manfesting in childhood, in youth, manhood, and 
old age, but where it is not a natural gift, we advise those who desire 
to develop it to wait till the age of about twenty-two before they start 
putting the power to practical account. If the power is not developed 
before the age of sixty it is best to leave it alone as far as practical 
purposes are concerned, for it is obvious that no extra taxation should 
be put upon the body.

The dark temperament, with the dark hazel, brown or black, eyes 
make the best mesmeric experimenters and entertainers, while the 
fairer temperaments with grey, blue, and violet eyes make the 
successful healers, though this cannot be taken as a hard and fast rule.

Whatever contributes to the health of the body is good for 
developing the mesmeric power. We have mentioned diet, which 
should be along the non-meat lines ; excessive eating should be 
guarded against, for this will rob the brain of vitality and dull the 
mind. Plenty of fruit and vegetables can be taken, but one should 
always leave off before feeling fully satisfied ; apples are good for the 
brain and can be eaten freely. Accustom yourself to a cold tub, or 
sponge down every morning on rising, and follow this by a brisk rub
bing till the body is all of a glow ; start with a warm or tepid sponge 
bath if you are not used to the cold. Have all the fresh air you can 
get, let the window of the living room be open at the top and also the 
bedroom every night winter and summer, clear or foggy, wet or fine. 
Fresh air will never do you any harm and even draughts may be got 
accustomed to.

Walk two or three miles every day, or cycle, but have recreation 
of some kind. If in business you must contrive to have exercise 
before or after.

Practise deep breathing morning and night, and during the day 
when walking to and from business.

Rise early enough so as not to rush things, give yourself time to 
have a sponge down, and a breathing exercise j this can be done in

Ta it  ttniinutd.
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fifteen or twenty minutes, and no excuse must be allowed. After the 
rub down stand before the open window, or if convenient in the open 
air, erect with heels together, toes slightly out, now contract all the 
muscles, and then stretch the arms out from each side on a level with 
shoulders and hands tightly clasped. Keep the mouth closed all the 
time, and take a deep breath through the nostrils, filling the lungs to 
their utmost capacity, hold this a few seconds then exhale slowly 
through the nose. Do this for at least eight times morning and night 
just before retiring. While doing this say mentally : *■ I am a magnet, 
I transmute the vitality into magnetism, I radiate this in all directions, 
I am strong and healthy."

This exercise can be taken before the mirror, for by so doing the 
student may develop a steady gaze, which is-very important. Stand 
about three feet from the mirror and fix your eves on those in the 
reflection, imagining that it is another person, and that yo > are with 
each exhalation sending out magnetic rays in his direction. The eyes 
must not be allowed to wink or blink, unless you find them smarting 
and beginning to water, when they can be turned away from the mirror 
and rested,

LESSON III.
Having cultivated the gaze, learn to make the passes which are 

used for distributing the mesmeric influence. These passes number 
four, and a-e known as the full length or long pass, the relief pass, the 
short or local pass, and focused magnetism. The full length passes 
are made from the crown of the head to the toe, or vice versa, begin
ning at the toes and ending at the head. In using this pass the hands 
must be extended horizontally, let the fingers point slightly downward 
instead of upward. The fingers shonld be extended sufficiently so 
that the fluid shall have a chance to flow from each without being ob
structed by its neighbour. Let them be as close as possible without 
touching. Start at the crown of the head and let the hands be 
brought down over the face with a slight tremulous motion, and with
out any break let them continue down the whole leng h of the body to 
the toes. Arriving here the “ throw off” must be made; this is a 
j ;rky motion of the hands, such as is made when shaking any water 
or sticky substance from them ; its purpose is to rid the hands of any 
foreign substance that may have accumulated during the pass, or any 
diseased magnetism you may have drawn from the subj ;ct; it also 
generates a fresh flow of magnetism for the next pass. After the 
throw off at the toes the hands should be closed, and by a senu- 
cirru'ar motion outward from the subj :ct’s body and with the backs 
toward the body they should be carried upward to the crown of the 
head again and the pass repeated. If they were carried upward from 
toes to head without closing and in the same line as brought down 
the work of the downward pass would be undone, and no control 
could be established. When they are brought to the crown of the 
head for the second pass, or indeed each time, a throw off should be 
made, concentrated at the crown of the head ; this will release more 
magnetism, which will have great penetrating power.

The reverse long pass from toes to head is used for removing the 
influence, The hands are held with the palms up for this, just the 
opposite of the method employed, for establishing any influence.

The relief pass is, as the name implies, used as a relief when the 
operator has by a series of long passes b :come fatigued, or when he 
has continued sufficient long pusses. The position of the hand is the 
same as for the long pass, but it is only taken from the crown of the 
head to the particular part of the body, perhaps the chin, shoulders,
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hands, knees, or hips. It is really a broken long pass, or a series of 
lone, and then a series of relief. When both are used the distribution 
of the magnetism is more even than if relief passes only were made.

The short or local pass resembles the relief pass, the difference is 
that it is commenced at any part not the crown, but the leg, arm, 
chest or any other or limb. If the whole required treatment it would 
be subjected to this local treatment and no other part of the body 
need be operated upon. It is performed in the same way as the relief 
pass, and with the arm would be made from the shoulder to the 
finger; the hands would be returned after each throw off at fingers to 
the shoulder and, of course, taken back in a semi-circular manner as 
before mentioned. Whatever portion is treated by local passes, it is 
well to commence just above the seat of the disease, and finish just 
below the point where the pain is.

Focused magnetism is really not a pass, but a pointing of the 
fingers at any particular point. The fingers are not brought into 
contact with the subj *ct, but all the tips are brought to point at the 
part, and the fingers are kept in a tremulous motion about an inch 
from the diseased part. It is used for treating wounds, bru'ses, or 
where a weak part of the body requires to be saturated with 
magnetism. It is a’so used for deepening the sleep of a subject.

The student should practise these passes when alone. A good 
plan is to place a chair in the centre of the room , and imagine a 
patient seated thereon, taking a position opposite for the purpose of 
inducing sleep in this patient. Commence with the long passes from 
the top of the chair along down the back and over the seat to the floor, 
return the hands as directed and repeat about a dozen times, making th *. 
passes slowly so as not to cause any draught by the motion. Let the 
mind be directed on the work. Then relief or local passes should be 
tried, and finish off by focused magnetism. The arms will quickly 
become tired at first, but after a few days’ practice it will become an 
easy matter.

LESSON IV.
It the student has practised the gaze and passes he is now ready 

to try his powers on a su' ject. There are three or four good methods 
of testing whether you have any influence over a person or not; this is 
called testing susceptibility, and will save the student a lot of labour at 
first, for as he progresses he must be ready to take anyone, and not 
choose only those whom he may find susceptible.

A 'k  the subj ict, or subjects, if you have more than ooe around 
you, to hold out their hands palms down. You must then make short 
passes over the hands, starting at the elbow and throwing off at the 
fingers; do this about a dozen times without contact, and ask the 
subj set to say what the sensations are in his hand. Where susceptible 
there will be either a distinct hot or cold sensation felt with each pass, 
or a pricking in the hand, like the feeling described as •• pins and 
needles” ; or it may be a sensation like a mild electric shock. 
Whichever it is that is experienced means that the person is likely to 
make a good subj set for you ; if no sensation then he will be difficult 
for you to influence

Another plan is to ask a person lo stand with his heels together, 
and put hi3 hands down by his side. Tell him he must make his mind 
a blank, then take a position behind him and fix your eyes on the neck 
at the base of the brain— the nape— at the same time placing your 
hands on his shoulders for a minute or two, then make passes down 
his spine as if charging it with your influence. Make them from the 
shoulders to the small of the back. Having done this several times,
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place the tips of the fingers on the spine level with the shoulder blades, 
and proceed to make passes, slightly drawing in the fingers, as if you 
were drawing in an invisible substance from him to yourself, willing at 
the same time that he shall fall backwards and toward you ; of course, 
you will be ready to restore his balance. In many cases you will meet 
with success.

Again, you may take his right hand and place it on t^e top of your 
lett hand, palms together, then whh your right hand make passes from 
his elbow down over his hand with the intention of fixing it to your 
hand.

The student will perhaps find the the following tests the most 
successful, and should take them as given with the same subjects 
leading them on from the first to the second and so on.

First. Ask the subject to hold out the left hand and to close the 
fingers, except the index or first finger, which should be pointing 
upwards Then let him rest his right hand on the tip of his left-hand 
index finger, the right hand to be open, palm down and as if balanced 
on the left index finger. The full weight of the hand must be let rest 
an the finger, then say : “ When I count three I wish you to remove 
vour left hand quickly.” If when this is removed the right hand losing 
its support fills into the lap— the subj “ct should be seated— it shows 
that the person will make a good one for the next experiment. If it 
remains in the same portion as it did when supported then the subject 
will be more difficult to influence.

Second. Drawing the subj ect backward as given in the foregoing.
Third. Let the subject stand in the same position as for the 

drawing backward experiment, but take up your position ia front. 
Place you' fingers on his temples and fix your eyes on his, or - at the 
root of the nose between them. Hold your fingers here for a 
few moments, then make passes the drawing, in or hooked 
pass toward you, saying in a firm tone : “ When I remove my fingers 
from your forehead you will fall forward,” and as you draw the hands 
away say : “ You are falling forward, you are falling foward ”

Fourth. Try the fastening of his hand 'o yours, or you can ask 
him to clasp his hands together, crossing his fingers. Place your hands 
on his, and look him straight in the eyes, telling him to k<>ep his eyes 
on yours, then slightly press round the subject’s clasped hands, saying : 
“ You will fi id your hands sticking together tight, tighter, tighter; you 
cannot separate them.” Here take yours away to give him the 
opportunity to attempt to pull his h ints apirt. Instead of pressing 
the subject's hands you can make passes down his arms from the 
shou’ders, throwing off at the clapped hands and willing to fasten them 
together.

To remove any influence you may exart over the subject, clasp 
your hands together sharply, saying very positively : “ You are all 
right, you can control your limbs, right, right! ”

You should tell the subj ;ct not to fight against any influence he 
may feel in these experiments, especially in the drawing backward or 
forward, for many feel almost compelled to fill, but fight against it, 
yet they are just as susceptible as if they did fall and would probably 
make good subj ;cts.

Do not be discouraged if at first you do not succeed, but try 
again and again with the same subj ;cts, for they will often come under 
the influence a third o; fourth lime.

LESSON V.
When you have mastered the first four tests you have a practical
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demonstration'of the power of personal influence. This will give you
a confidence in yourself and you can then apply the power io any way 
you please.

You must not expect to influence every person on the first trial. 
Remember you are a beginner. This is a new subj ;ct, and you cannot 
expect to become an expert in it without practice. If you ran afiect 
people with these tests you can affect them with other tests. The same 
suggestions that will enable you to draw a man backward or forward, 
or fasten his hands together will enable you to accomplish far greater 
things To be a good hypnotist you must be positive, you must 
persevere. A man who gives up because he does not succeed upon 
the fi'st few trials will never be brilliantly successful in anything. 
There are many persons of this kind in the world.

The following test should not be attempted till you have obtained 
a subj >ct whom you have been successful with in the four previous 
tests ; when you have done this then ask the subj >ct to place his 
weight on the leg you wish to make stiff, while you take hold of one 
of his hands. Tell him to look you straight in thé eyes and at the 
same time you should stoop down and make .a few passes with one 
hand down his leg commencing six or eight inches above his knee and 
eonfimrng downward about the same number of inches below the knee. 
While making the passes say in a positive tone, “ New you will find 
your leg is getting stiff— stiff—stiffer— ~t’ff ;r— stiff, and you can’t bend 
it. You will walk stiff-'egged.’’ As you say the words rise, keeping 
your eyes cenlred on the root of his nose between the eyes, and pull 
him toward you, actually causing him to walk stiff-legged. When he 
has done this, you can remove the influence by striking your hands to- 
ge'her and saying : “ All right, wake un,” etc., according to the method 
explained for removing the infl lence when the hands are fastened to
gether.

Anoth“r experiment is to stiffen the arm ; this is similar to that of 
stiffening the leg. Have the suhj ret close his hind and make his arm 
very stiff. Now take hold of his fist and make a few passes down 
the inside on the arm, saying. ‘ 'Your arm is getting stiff— stiffer—  
stiffer— stiffer— stiff— and you can’t bend it. Try hard, the more you 
try the stiffer it will get.” Remove the influence according to preced
ing instructions.

To prevent the subject speaking his name stand in front of him 
and gently press down the “ Adam’s apple’’ c f his throat, a few times 
saying, “ Now, when I count three you can’t say your name. You 
can’t say it, try hard ! ”

There are numerous experiments which may be tried while the 
is in the waking state, but these should only be used as a means to 
an end, i.e., to give the student confidence and a practical proof of the 
power of suggestion.

There are one or two splendid exercises for strengthening the will 
and training the mind to concentrate, while at the same time they give 
confidence, for if successful the result is soon appirent. In these 
experiments the person acted upon is not aware of the fact, so that it 
is the power of the student’s mind and not suggestion which brings 
about the result.

A very simple experiment along these lines is to make a person 
look round who may be sitting before you in a public hall church, or 
the like. Tr> do this choose some person of whom you can get a good 
view of, and fix the eyes on the nape of the neck, willing steadily that 
he shall look round in your direction. If the person is at all sensitive 
you will see him become rather uneasy and glance round to each side,

To he continued.



B o o k s  a n d  R e v i e w s .

Ur. Julia Seton Sears, founder of the London New Thought 
Church, contributes an article on The Psychology of Insanity to 
Popular Therapeutics. People who wish to preserve their balance 
should inhibit all negative ideation and refuse to allow themselves to 
be driven into wild bursts of psychical or mental energy along any 
line. By removing to a new environment and substituting new mental 
and physical vibrations, the old states of consciousness are allowed to 
rest while a new unworked state of mind begins to grow active. 
(Popular Therapeutics Co., Room 5, Moore Buildings, Nevada, Miss., 
U.S.A. 5s. per annum.)

A  biographical sketch of Dr, Orison Swett Marden, the editor of 
a New Thought magazine and author of more than a score on books 
on the new psychology, some of which are beginning to get known on 
this side of the water appears in the M YSTIC LIGH T BULLETIN. 
He is still engaged in literary work, and the fact of his being handi
capped in early life is another proof of the theories advanced by him as 
well as others that a man can shape his environment as he wishes.—  
3^d. per copy, Mystic Light Library Assn., 49, John St., New York.

“  The habit of loving with a deep heartfelt interest everything and 
everybody whom you are brought into contact with isjsst as easily 
cultivated as the opposite end of hating. If you can form the habit 
of loving everything and everybody you will soon discern in yourself 
the marvellous change loving has wrought.”— Eliz ibeth Noake, in 
AQU ARIU S, bi-monthly, 3J. Hilding D. Emberg, Sherrill, O ieida 
Co., New York.

In an article recently by Mr. Chas. A. Wacker, President, 
Chicago Plan Commissi m, some qualities are given that make 
millionaires, and amongst them he places practical psychology. T h j 
highest possible mental knowledge must be attained; “ Set your goal 
post far out in the field of endeavour and march straight out towards 
it, never looking to the right or left. Endeavour to discover better 
and newer ways of doing things and success is certain to follow. The 
fundamental underlying principles of success are simple honesty, 
ruggedness of character, frugality, and assiduous application to hard 
work. Application aud unswerving fidelity are absolutely essential. 
Be sure that you are fifed for the business you engage in then stick 
to it. The most important phase in the application of practical 
psychology to business is ability to judge human nature.”

Revelations of the Life Beautiful.
By M . Evalyn Davis.

Elegantlj bound. Illustrated with scenic 
gems from Yosemite.

“ The greatest New Thought work of the day,” 
Through the power of mind, individual attain
ment both 111 the seen and the unseen, proven 
absolutely limitless."

"O n e  of the most delightful books ever 
written '— Bible Review.
•* inspirational as well as practical”— Nautilus. 

Price, postpaid, $1.10.
M. E V a L Y N  D A V IS,

249, VVilco B ld g ., L o s  A ngeles, C a lif., U .S .A .

“  Submerged Atlantis Restored.”
A Massive and Marvellous volume ; 807 p.p. ; 

(6 by 9 inches), 65 illustrations, giving Maps, 
Atlantean Gegraphy, H istory, Ethnology, 
Music, Art, Alphabets, Submergencies, Migra
tions, Religions, Fauna and Flora, and corres
pondences in other peoples. Represents ten 
years’ labor of one of the Greatest Psychics in 
America, Price, 84.00, (16s. 8d.) 
a Larue 16 page Illustrated Circular Free. 
T H E  A U S T IN  P U B L IS H IN G  C O M P A N Y , 

Rochester, N.Y, U.S.A.

Andrew Jackson Davis Books.
These marvellously instructive works— 

known as the Harmonial Philosophy— in 27 
cloth-bound voumes— by the great “  Pough
keepsie Seer,” covering the whole field of the 
material, intellectual and spiritual Universe, 
has been recently re-published in America and 
is meeting with an enormous sale.

Davis is the Father of the Spiritual Philo
sophy and ranks with tne greatest of the world’s 
prophets. Her revelations of the powers of the 
human soul, the nature of death and the con
ditions of the After-Life have never been 
equalled. We send a large 16 page Illustra-ed 
pamphlet descriptive of Davis ana his works, 
prices, etc. absolutely free.
T H E  A U S T IN  P U B L IS H IN G  C O M P A N Y , 

Rochester, N .Y., U .S.A .

WONDERS & SECRETS
O f Hum an M agnetism , W ill Pow er and 
Thought Force, is the subject of our free 
booklet. F a c ts  you ought to  know, N E W  
M AN P U B L IS H IN G  CO ., D E P T  Ö. 
R A V E N N A , N E B R . U .S.A ,



"BIOCHEMIST&Y
IS fie Ylaturai YSatQ of *€ure

Tlpe: Bioef?crrue S^gtemof Mcclieine.
‘ •The Biochemic System of Medicine”  is one of the 

“ wonderful books of a wonderful age.”
Price of Dr. Carey’s Book, “ The Biochemic 

System of Medicine,”  444 pages, $2.50. POSTPAID.
Send for details of the new food Bioplasma, one of the most wonderful preparations ever pro

duced, or send 4s. 6d. for tablets for one month’s trial.

Address Dr. G EO RG E W. CAREY,
P. O. Box 166, PASADENA, CALIF, U .S .A .

SPECIAL !
B e i n g  A b o u t  to I s s u e  A n o t h e r  Edition of

THE TELEO-MECHANICS OP NATURE AND SUBCONSCIOUS MINDS
W e w ill dispose of the rem aining few  hundred copies of the 1.50 dollar edition (each 

volum e of which containing T E N  P A R T S  with nearly 100 chapters) for 85 cents, postage 
10 cents. O r w ith  the following prem ium s A L L  F O R  O N E  D O L L A R  P O S T P A I D .

1. “ E X P O S U R E  O F  T H E  M A T E R I A L I S T I C  IN Q U I S I T I O N ."  S tartlin g R eve
lations of the infam ous vandalism s perpetrated by the leading "  Freethought ”  journals 
whose su icidal policy has w recked the chief organs of the cause they espouse and m ade it 
the laughing stock of the world.

2 . “ B U C K IN G  A G A I N S T  F A T E .” A  hum orous story, the hero of w hich, a fte r  a 
fearfu l encounter w ith  th at demon of* Superstition called “  I N E X O R A B L E  F A T E ,” 
finally drives him from his la ir and snugly ensconces the Goddess of Reason upon her throne.

3. “ T H E  H O R R O R S  O F  V A C C I N A T I O N .” A  com pendium  o f the v iew s of the 
m ost em inent physicians who have traced syphilis, cancer, tuberculosis, lock-jaw and other 
m alignant diseases to this foul-practice. A lso contains the infallible preventive and cure 
of sm allpox w hich has induced the Em peror of G erm any to abolish vaccination  in the arm y 
and navy. A sim ple household rem edy. Not a patent medicine.

T H E S E  T H R E E  L A R G E  (6  x  9) B O O K L E T S  M A I L E D  P O S T P A I D  F O R  O N L Y  
T E N  C E N T S  IN S T A M P S  O R  S I L V E R .

O f the main volume T H E  N A U T I L U S  (H olyoke, M ass.) s a y s :  “ A deeply scientific 
w ork w hich all who are interested in the problems of life should read .''

H E A L T H  C U L T U R E  (New York M agazine): “  Seldom has a scientific w ork m et w ith  
such unanim ous favor as T H E  T E L E O - M E C H A N I C S  O F  N A T U R E . See testim onials 
from  prom inent scientists, authors, editors, physicians, teach ers and others on another 
page-”

M rs. V elzora P. A ndrew s, Q uincy, M ass : It is the m ost fascin atin gly  w ritten  and
profoundly scientific w ork I have ever read .”

M iss Julia R. Lecocq, 910 E. P a rkw ay, Brooklyn, N. Y. “  Am reading it the second time. 
The more I read it the better I like it .”

Dr. A. M. W ilton, A lexandria, Minn : ‘ The chapters pertaining to the prevention and 
cure of appendicitis, sm allpox, tuberculosis, etc*; on the control of sex  of offspring ; on the 
cause and prevention of m alform ations and other m atters relating to our profession are of 
inestim able value to everyone.” . .

Pres. J. F. Rinn of the Brooklyn Philosophical A ssociation : N ever nave the great
problems of human life been so ably analyzed- and elucidated as in T H E  T E L E O -  
M E C H A N I C S  O F  N A T U R E ."

Prof. E. L. L arkin , director Mt. Lowe O b servatory, California^ An adm irable w ork 
w hich P R O V E S  mind as the factor in all processes of N ature from  incontestable scientific 
p rem ises.”

41 2 -4 1 4  Main St.
The W ettstein  Publishing Company,

Fitzgerald, G a., U .S .A .

£ 2 0 0  Y E A R L Y  F R O M  Y O U R  B A C K  Y A R D .
Com plete illustrated plan (170 pages) 8/-*or free for ten addresses-of 

ambitious people and six 2d. stam ps. W e want representatives everywhere 
to introduce our publications by post. W e can show you how to put 
£20,000 in the bank in less than ten years. E xtra money easily made send
ing our circulars to your friends. Particulars gratis. L etter postage only 
Id. now. Address Science Institute, N.T. 504, W . 69th St., Chicago, 
U .S .A .

B E  M A G N E T IC  and attract Friends and Admirers. W e have the most natural, wonderful 
and all round elfiCcacious methods of procedure ever devised and worth more to YOU than all 
else besides.

W E  W I L L  G I V E  A N Y O N E  £ 2Q.

. to show us anything one half as good. Send six id. stamps for 120 pg. book explaining every
thing. The most interesting literature you ever reads«*nt free. Letter postage is only id. now

Address S e i t e n  Lns^  N .T ., 504 C hicago, U.S.A,


